
    

Display type

Screen resolution

Display size

Battery type

Battery type (user replaceable)

Battery life (HP pressure present)

Battery life (AI enabled)

Number of gases

Depth rating

Depth limit

Rated air pressure

Dive log capacity

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

SWIFT TRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS

PERDIX 2 SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

SWIFT smart AI transmitter

Decompression computer

Gauge mode

Open Circuit

Bühlmann GF

Rebreather

Closed circuit fixed PPO2

Closed circuit external PPO2

Semi-closed circuit external PPO2

Upgradeable firmware

3 axis, tilt compensated, digital compass

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology

Integrated bungee mount

Air integrated

Vibration motor alerts

Number of transmitters (optional) Up to 4

320 x 240

LCD with LED backlight

5.59cm / 2.2”

Lense material Aluminosilicate toughened glass

Dive computer weight 190g / 4.32oz

Single AA (Any Type)

up to 40 hours (AA alkaline)

up to 100 hours (Saft LS14500)

5 OC/ 5 CC

260m / 850ft

up to 1,000 Hours

CR2 3V

up to 300 dive hours

200msw

300bar / 4350psi

Trimix / Nitrox / Air compatible

VPM unlock code / DCIEM 

Available in 13 languages

Review, edit, and synchronize dive logs

All your dive information at your fingertips

Works with your desktop, phone, or tablet

Update firmware or change your language on the go

www.shearwater.com/cloud

Available for:

Shearwater

Summary

Max Depth 17.1m
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Shearwater divers can now link their network of devices
and have the flexibility to share information between
them all. The power to dive log is now in your pocket.



Learn more about the PERDIX 2 at:

www.shearwater.com/products/perdix-2

PERDIX 2 is our toughest and most reliable 
full-size computer yet. The armored casing 
with precision titanium surround bezel and 
dependable titanium piezo touch buttons 
protect performance-enhanced electronics. 
 
An aluminosilicate glass lens guards a 
fantastic 2.2” bright screen and offers 
improved clarity, impact, and damage 
resistance. A strong vibration customizable 
alert system draws attention at critical 
moments of the dive. 
 
Air integration with up to four Shearwater 
transmitters allows room to grow from a 
first computer to a powerful, proven 
advanced technical diving solution. This is 
delivered using the trusted and easy to find 
user-changeable single AA battery and 
familiar ergonomic compact form factor.
 
PERDIX 2 is available in Ti and Ti Black 
colour finishes.  

Powerful, Simple, Reliable

AIR INTEGRATION


